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introduction and ethos

introduction

W

elcome to the first of a series of five issues of Spill the Beans
that will take us from now through to the Reign of Christ
Sunday at the end of the season of Pentecost in 2019. We are
using our own lectionary plan of readings for this series.
The Spill the Beans Resource Team asked for feedback from
congregations on both favourite Bible stories and those stories that
we do not often hear in worship and many congregations wrote back to
us. This information were most helpful. While we asked about favourite
Bible stories, we were most interested in the stories people felt were
not covered in the normal course of worship.
Using these ideas, and carefully considering what is already covered
by the Revised Common Lectionary and Narrative Lectionary, we have
created a plan that will take us on a different journey through the
scripture, dipping into stories we do not often hear, or with which we
spend little time.
We are excited about this new journey along lanes lesser travelled
in the scriptures that it will be stimulating for us as worship and age
group leaders, and will provide our congregations with an engaging and
enlightening basis for our worship over the next year.

Using Issue 28
In this issue of Spill the Beans you will find an extensive collection of
things to use each week. Because each piece is written with specific
congregations in mind there may be the need to be a little creative
yourselves in adapting and evolving some of the ideas to suit your own
place and culture and congregation. That is entirely purposeful.
Of course, if you are creative and would like to share what you have
done, then have a look at our Facebook page http://www.facebook.com/
spillbeansresources and the associated Facebook group that provides
space for discussion and support. On our blog at http://spillbeans.org.uk
you will find PowerPoint backgrounds for most weeks.
Each week we provide a selection of words, ideas and creative
moments to take the theme and the passage a little further. We do not
provide a ready made service or perfect prayers but ideas and pointers
that hopefully scratch at your own creativity and provoke heaven’s
imagination within you.
Here are some helpful tips to guide you in your use of the material in
age groups:

Revised Common Lectionary
and Narrative Lectionary Resources

1.

We have two Overspill packages that provide complete sets of past
issues that give a huge library of resources for both the Revised
Common Lectionary and Narrative Lectionary.

2. Depending on the make-up of your own groups of children you will
need to remain flexible in how you use the material.

The Revised Common Lectionary Overspill Pack
Issues 1-12
1,536 pages
£50
Purchase through this link: https://pul.ly/b/108820

It presumes some introduction to the story will have taken place in
worship together or will play a part in the service when children join
it later.

3. Each idea has been given a guide age range to help your planning,
but this is only a guide so use your own judgement about what will
work with your group.
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The Narrative Lectionary Overspill Pack
Issues 13-27 (plus summer extra) in higher quality render
2,082 pages
£60
Purchase through this link: https://pul.ly/b/207215

You are downloading a compressed archive of files which need to be
unpacked so we recommend downloading these to a desktop or laptop
computer rather than phone or tablet. Note that depending on future
years there may not be resources for some Sundays depending on the
timing of Easter and changes to the readings as a result.

Who Are We?
At the beginning of 2009 a conversation began amongst a couple,
then a few, then a group about collaboratively creating resources that
enabled us to tell the story of faith in a worship context and within
age groups for younger people and teens. Spill the Beans was born as
the result of that conversation and has grown and developed over the
intervening years.
The ethos has remained the same, however. It is all about story. For we
believe story is the lifeblood of faith. In story we can tell the truth and
speak with honesty about things for which there are not yet words.
Story contains mystery and is the poetry that forms faith. Stories grow
as we grow and can reveal new truths at different times in our lives.
So we believe giving stories to people is one of the most important
things we can do in sharing our faith. Children and adults hold stories in
their being and keep coming back to them throughout life. Our culture is
stored in story. The same is true for our faith.
Spill the Beans is a work of love. None of the contributors are paid for
their contributions, these contributions are written and prepared with
our own congregations in mind. Instead of working in isolation, we bring
this work together, give it some spit and polish, and share it with others.
This is how we can keep the cost so low.
In addition, we regularly pay it forward by using surplus monies to
support other new ministries and projects.

4. Before the sit-down activities if you have a group of young children
or lots of boys, you may want to add a run-around type game to
expend some energy.
5. Use the gathering time exercise with the whole group to get into
the story together across the ages.
6. We encourage you to retell the story together.
7.

Follow that by choosing as many or as few activities your space
and time allow. You could offer a number of activities each at
different stations all at the same time for all ages to self-select
with a teacher staffing each one, or have traditional classes.

8. During activities, ask children to retell the story to you and ask
about their week, what was happy and what was sad and if this
week’s story reminds them of other biblical and personal stories.
9. The intention is not to complete “the tasks” brilliantly, but rather to
provide opportunities to begin conversations, build relationships,
retell the story of the day, and talk about what it means for us
today.
10. There are many websites that provide handout-type sheets that
will have images, crosswords and word searches for the story of
that week. They can be helpful in an emergency, but try to be more
creative as leaders, the rewards are worth it.

Information
Unless otherwise indicated, any quotations of the scriptures are taken
from the New Revised Standard Version Bible: Anglicised Edition,
copyright © 1989, 1995 National Council of the Churches of Christ in
the United States of America. Used by permission. All rights reserved.
All original content in this issue © 2018 Spill The Beans Resources
Team.
Editor: 		
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2018-19 Lectionary Plan

the spill lectionary plan

2018-2019 Bible Readings
To assist you in your forward planning, we include here the
complete plan of scripture readings starting with this issue
and taking us through to the end of the 2018/19 liturgical
year.
Date

Liturgical

Theme

Primary Text

Support Text

Notes

19 Aug 18

Pentecost 13

Luke 2:41-52

Jeremiah 1:4-9

Jesus in the Temple

26 Aug 18

Pentecost 14

Children and
Young People

Luke 18:15-17

Numbers 6:22-27

Children being blessed (link to baptism)

2 Sept 18

Pentecost 15

Luke 22:54-62

Luke 9:46-48

Dangerous children, risk, welcome

9 Sept 18

Pentecost 16

Genesis 3:1-24

Ezekiel 28:13-18

Fall and Paradise Lost (link to Temple)

16 Sept 18

Pentecost 17

Genesis 4:1-16(17-24)

Leviticus 19:15-18

Cain and Abel

23 Sept 18

Pentecost 18

Genesis 9:1-17,18-29

2 Corinthians 5:1-5

Rainbow, Noah and Sons (fragility of covenant)

30 Sept 18

Pentecost 19

Genesis 11:1-9(10-32)

Psalm 49:1-12,16-20

Tower of Babel

7 Oct 18

Pentecost 20

Harvest

Psalm 104

Mark 4:26-29

Thanksgiving for Creation and Harvest

14 Oct 18

Pentecost 21

Joseph

Genesis 37:2b-36

Psalm 30:1-3

Joseph’s Childhood to Enslavement

21 Oct 18

Pentecost 22

Genesis 41:37-57

Psalm 34:1-10

Joseph in Egypt gaining authority

28 Oct 18

Pentecost 23

Genesis 43:1-5; 45:1-18

Luke 15:11-32

Collision and Reconciliation in relationships

4 Nov 18

Pentecost 24

Numbers 14:1-12; 16:15,23-25

Leviticus 21:6-8

All Saints / The Faithful

11 Nov 18

Pentecost 25

Numbers 1:1-16,44-54

John 15:9-17

Remembrance / Who made us who we are?

18 Nov 18

Pentecost 26

Numbers 11:16-35

Luke 10:1-17

Sending out elders/disciples

25 Nov 18

Reign of Christ

2 Dec 18

Advent 1

9 Dec 18
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Beginnings

Numbers

Numbers 17:1-13; 21:1-15

John 3:10-14

Aaron’s Staff / Moses Servant

Exodus 1:8-14,22; 2:1-10

Acts 7:17-22

Moses’ Birth

Advent 2

Judges 13:2-14,24

Numbers 6:2-5

Samson’s Birth

16 Dec 18

Advent 3

Luke 1:5-7,11-25,57-66

Malachi 4:5-6

John the Baptist’s Birth (echo of Elijah)

23 Dec 18

Advent 4

Luke 1:26-42

Matthew 1:18-23

Mary and Joseph, two perspectives

24 Dec 18

Christmas Eve

Living in
Anticipation

Isaiah 40:1-5,21-31

Matthew 1:18-25

Monday, Preparations

25 Dec 18

Christmas Day

The Nativity and
Visitors

Luke 2:1-20

Isaiah 40:9-11

Tuesday, New Birth and Witnesses

30 Dec 18

Christmas 1

Political
Repercussions

Matthew 2:1-23

Micah 5:2-5a

Magi, Flight to Egypt, Return Home (note intentional to
move Magi forward a week)

6 Jan 19

Epiphany

Light Comes

John 8:12-20

John 1:1-9

Light of the World, light in the darkness

13 Jan 19

Baptism of Lord

John’s
Testimony

John 3:22-36

Hebrews 1:1-4

John the Baptist on Jesus

20 Jan 19

Epiphany 2

Parables

Matthew 21:33-46

Psalm 118:15-29

Wicked Tenants

27 Jan 19

Epiphany 3

Luke 6:46-49

Psalm 18:1-5,16-19,3032

Building House on Rock/Sand

3 Feb 19

Epiphany 4

Luke 5:33-39

Galatians 4:8-9

Patch on cloak, wineskins

10 Feb 19

Epiphany 5

Luke 11:5-13

Isaiah 62:6-9

House at midnight, looking for bread, persistence

17 Feb 19

Epiphany 6

Jesus Chalenges John 6:26-71

Hebrews 8:8-12

Bread of Life, critique

24 Feb 19

Epiphany 7

Calm Before
Storm

John 2:1-4

Jesus not seeking publicity, questions
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John 7:1-31

2018-19 Lectionary Plan

Date

Liturgical

Theme

Primary Text

Support Text

Notes

3 Mar 19

Transfiguration

Jesus’
Proclamation

John 7:32-52

Isaiah 55:1-5

Jesus preaching at Temple, attempts to arrest Jesus,
guards confused

6 Mar 19

Ash Wed

Encountering
Forgiveness

John 8:1-11

Hebrews 9:11-14

Sins, forgiveness, ashes, casting first stone

10 Mar 19

Lent 1

Command to
Love

John 13:31-38

Proverbs 3:3-4

Commandment to love, foretelling Peter’s denial

17 Mar 19

Lent 2

Four Forms of
Love

Song of Songs 1:2; 2:10b13; 4:1-7; 8:5-7; 5:10-16

1 Corinthians 13

Love: Eros (erotic, ‘in love’)

24 Mar 19

Lent 3

Luke 5:17-26

1 Peter 3:8-12

Love: Philia (friendship)

31 Mar 19

Lent 4

Romans 12:9-21

John 4:46-54

Love: Storge (familial empathy)

7 Apr 19

Lent 5

14 Apr 19

Palm Sunday

15 Apr 19

Holy Week

Mounting
Pressure

John 3:16-17

1 John 4:7-21

Love: Agape (unconditional)

John 10:22-39

John 12:12-16

Jesus challenged, attempted stoning, escape, entrance to Jerusalem

John 12:20-36

Ephesians 5:1-9

Monday: Walk in the light

16 Apr 19

John 15:1-17

Isaiah 5:1-7

Tuesday: I am the true vine, love one another

17 Apr 19

John 16:1-28

Hebrews 10:19-23

Wednesday: A little while, hour is coming, new relationship
Thursday: Prayer and arrest

18 Apr 19

Maundy Thurs

John 17:1-26; 18:1-12

Hebrews 4:1-13

19 Apr 19

Good Friday

Luke 23:1-25; 32-47

Hebrews 7:26-28

Friday: An innocent man, Barabbas, Crucifixion

21 Apr 19

Easter Day

Luke 23:55-56; 24:1-12

1 Corinthians 15:45-55

Resurrection

28 Apr 19

Easter 2

John 21:1-14

Ephesians 3:14-21

Jesus on beach

5 May 19

Easter 3

John 21:15-25

John 18:25-27

Peter’s Denial, forgiveness

12 May 19

Easter 4

John 14:1-27

Matthew 7:7-8

Jesus is the Way, (Christian Aid Week in UK)

19 May 19

Easter 5

Matthew 17:24-27

Exodus 30:11-16

Temple taxes and fish

26 May 19

Easter 6

Ezra 3:1-13

Psalm 136:1-16,26

Worship restored, rebuilding

2 June 19

Easter 7

Matthew 23:13-36

Proverbs 4:5-7

Right use of buildings, woes

9 June 19

Pentecost

Spirit Comes

Acts 2:1-11

Numbers 11:16-30

Pentecost renewal

16 June 19

Trinity

Paul’s Journeys

Acts 13:1-5,13-16(a),4247; 14:1-2,21-28

Ephesians 3:1-13

1st Missionary Journey: Mission to Gentiles

23 June 19

Pentecost 2

Acts 15:36-41; 16:1-5;
17:1-4,10-15; 18:1-4,18-22

Romans 8:1-4,31-34;
16:3-5a; 1 Cor. 2:1-10

2nd Missionary Journey: Paul proclaims Christ

30 June 19

Pentecost 3

7 July 19

Pentecost 4

14 July 19

Love Wins

Buildings
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Acts 18:22-23; 19:1-10,21- Romans 6: 1-4; 2 Corin31; 20:1-3; 21:7-15
thians 13:1-5

3rd Missionary Journey: Baptised into Christ

Susanna vv. 1-64

Judith 9:1-8

Additional book to Book of Daniel

Pentecost 5

Bel and the Dragon vv.
1-22

Numbers 21:8-9

Dragon and Bel, priests and dragon (addition to Book
of Daniel)

21 July 19

Pentecost 6

Bel and the Dragon vv.
23-42

Psalm 54:1-7

The Lion’s Den

28 July 19

Pentecost 7

Tobit 1:3; 2:1-14; 3:16,11-17

Job 3:1-11

Tobit 1-5: Laments, hopes for the future

4 Aug 19

Pentecost 8

Tobit 5:10-6:6; 7:1-2,9b13; 8:1-21

Genesis 24:40-44

Tobit 6-8:18: Raphael, fear, trust, marriage to Sarah

11 Aug 19

Pentecost 9

Tobit 10:1-6; 11:1-17;
12:1-22

Luke 15:11-32

Tobit 8:19-12:22: Tobias returns home, healing, welcome to Sarah

Apocryphal Tales

18 Aug 19

Pentecost 10

Judges 14:5-20; 15:1-8

1 Corinthians 12:4-7

Samson the Riddler, cycle of violence, selfish

25 Aug 19

Pentecost 11

The Judges

Judges 16:4-31

Jeremiah 20:7-10

Samson and Delilah, enticement, deception

1 Sep 19

Pentecost 12

Judges 4:1-16; 5:1-9

Psalm 84:9-18

Deborah, the judge

8 Sep 19

Pentecost 13

Judges 6:11-18,25-40;
7:2-9,19-23

1 Kings 18:20-40

Gideon, warrior farmer

15 Sep 19

Pentecost 14

Judges 11:1-10,29-40

Deuteronomy 23:21-23

Jephthah, mighty warrior, ridiculous vows

22 Sep 19

Pentecost 15

Elisha Taunted

2 Kings 2:15-25

Proverbs 3:1-8

Elisha, alopecia, curses and she bears

29 Sep 19

Pentecost 16

Judah Humbled

Genesis 38:6-26

1 Samuel 16:8-19

Judah and Tamar

6 Oct 19

Pentecost 17

David’s Care

2 Samuel 9:2-13

1 Samuel 20:14-17

David’s compassion for Mephibosheth (Jonathan’s son)

13 Oct 19

Pentecost 18

1 John 4:1-6

Messages to Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira

Pentecost 19

A Revelation for
the Church

Revelation 2:1-29

20 Oct 19

Revelation 3:1-22

Colossians 1:15-20

Messages to Sardis, Philadelphia and Laodicea

27 Oct 19

Pentecost 20

Revelation 4:1-11

Psalm 33:1-9

Vision of God enthroned

3 Nov 19

Pentecost 21

Revelation 21:1-14

Isaiah 65:17-25

All Saints

10 Nov 19

Pentecost 22

Remembrance

James 1:19-27

Psalm 146:1-10

Remembrance Sunday, words, actions

17 Nov 19

Pentecost 23

Faith Heroes

Hebrews 11:1-40

Judges 5:12-15; Esther
7:2-4; Acts 16:14-15

Heroes of faith (intersperse Hebrews passage with
stories of female faith heroes)

24 Nov 19

Reign of Christ

Changing the
Divine Mind

Matthew 15:21-28

1 Samuel 16:14-19

God or Jesus changing mind
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hymnody in worship

and the next hymn is...
Douglas Galbraith reflects on our use of hymnody in worship

sampler

Time for another hymn. Thank goodness. Thought that
prayer would never stop…

Where did they find that tune? It was all over the place.
It made me angry. If you can’t get a good sing when it’s
your turn, what’s the point of coming—eh?!
I wish the minister would do requests, then we could all
get our favourites...

W

e call hymns ‘the people’s part’ but that’s only half
of the truth. Worship is not delivered by a leader
with contributions by the people, but is made by
the whole congregation enabled by a leader.
We often approach hymns as something to lighten a long
sit, to break up the hour into manageable segments, to rest
the brain from following arguments, or relieve the body after
periods of inactivity. We say, often proudly: “Our liturgy is
our hymns; that is our tradition!”
We call it the hymn sandwich, but you cannot snack your
way through worship.
The leading contemporary writer about hymns, the late Erik
Routley, said that when you choose the hymns for a Sunday
morning you are asking yourself: What are we on the edge
of our seats wanting to sing next? Which means choosing
the weekly hymn list asks as much from the worship leader
as the crafting of a sermon or the shaping of a prayer.
Music in worship is more like an opera than a ceilidh. We
cannot choose to ‘sit the next one out’. In opera feelings
become stretched so tightly that you have to reach for song
or aria to cope with those feelings.
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In worship we are asking:

• What do these Scripture readings stir within us, and
what psalm or hymn captures that best?

• What is on our mind when we come to the end of that
prayer? What rush of praise, what lament, what cry for
help?
• What resolve grows in our mind as a result of that
preaching of the Word that a hymn would allow to fall
fully into place?
• What first hymn captures where we and our world are
this week?
• What final hymn arms us for the challenges we face as
we leave?

The place in the unfolding drama of worship, the season of
the year, the themes thrown up by Word, worship or world
that day—all these we juggle and savour as worship begins
to form its shape towards the weekend.
Even then we have to do a final check! Have we finished up
with five or six hymns when four would do? In hymn singing,
less can be more, if they are the ‘right’ ones. Are they in a
variety of keys? E flat all the way through somehow dulls
the mind, even when people allege they are ‘not musical’.
And what about metre? A slate of hymns most of which
have eight lines can feel ‘heavy’.
Finally, are they all in the same musical style? But take care!
Even amongst ‘traditional’ tunes, there is great variety. A
‘hymn tune’ in four parts can conceal the dance with which
it started life, or the lament for a lost love that forced its
way into a folk song.

hymnody in worship

We ask a lot of our organists. An expectation we have is
that they play with an understanding of the nature of the
tune in front of them and an imagination to capture its
essence. That is why the Church Hymnary, Fourth Edition,
has some alternative versions of the same tune. The answer
is not to throw in the token worship song (unless that is
indeed exactly the song people are on the edge of their
seats waiting to sing), but to quarry among other patterns
of hymn or psalm: short chants, songs from other cultures
with rich harmonies, hymns with refrains, hymns which are
built on dialogue.
The bad news is that, having achieved this feat of creativity,
we need also to hark back to what we sang last week
and the week before! There is probably a statistic about
the number of hymns around which a worship leader
circles in making their choices. This is where we need to
hear suggestions from our musicians, or indeed from our
congregations, who can be asked to scour the hymn book
and suggest explorations.
Here we can hit the speed cushions! This can come as
a reluctance in the face of what we ‘don’t know’. My
experience is that this is usually an exaggerated problem
and it all depends on how skilfully new material is
introduced, but that is for another time!

So—a hymn sandwich?
No; more a hymn soufflé!

Hymn Resources

D

ouglas has recently edited a
collection of hymns written
by the late Leith Fisher, formerly
minister of Wellington Parish
Church in Glasgow: Strange
Majesty.
Seven of Leith’s hymns were
included in the fourth edition of
the Church Hymnary, but Leith
wrote many others. When at a loss
to find a hymn that complemented
the theme of his service, Leith
would frequently write a hymn for
that Sunday’s worship. He was
often inspired by traditional Gaelic tunes as he wrote and
this collection brings together word and music that pays
tribute to that original inspiration.

sampler

Whatever we may feel, hymns are not imposed on the
church by some lofty committee or profit-driven publisher
but summoned up by the church itself as it seeks meaning
and direction. While committees argue strategies, analyse
trends and set up projects, hymn-writers are already
firing up their computers. That is their response. They are
responding to the church’s own searching, of which they
are a part. Therefore, as new situations develop and fresh
challenges open up, the church ‘grows’ the hymns it needs.

However, there is another very important part of this
dynamic. As well as the church growing hymns, hymns
in turn ‘grow’ a new church; that is, the church ‘grows
into’ the hymns that result. A hymn writer does not just
record what she or he has heard. As a person of prayer,
of compassion, and one who knows her Bible, the writer
creates a new statement of faith and praise that invites the
church to take a new step in faith and witness, to pray with
more urgency, serve with more selflessness, to be ready
to cross boundaries and overstep margins, to embrace the
unloved, to move heaven and earth. Thus through its hymns
the church is enabled to grow into maturity in faith and in
practice.

Strange Majesty is available from Wild Goose Publications at
https://www.ionabooks.com/strange-majesty.html.
SKU/ISBN: 9781849525923

A

new collection of 100
contemporary texts set
to well-known tunes has also
recently been published by Wild
Goose Publications. This collection,
titled Known Unknowns, contains
a mixture of previously published
and unpublished texts, the
unknown part, written by John L
Bell and Graham Maule.
With texts written in 21st-century
idioms, these cover many themes
including ecology, child abuse,
money, depression and delight.
Known Unknowns is available from
https://www.ionabooks.com/known-unknowns.html.
SKU/ISBN: 9781849525671

This is something in our tradition that we do not need to
learn: that music is integral to worship. Music does not add
to, precede, or enhance worship, it is worship. The act of
making music brings home to us the words it clothes. Music
alone may be able to articulate all that is in our hearts. The
hymn tune is not just a technical means of ensuring people
start and finish together but at one and the same time
carries our praise and conveys God’s returning love. It is a
conversation.
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through the season

through the season
Introduction

Beginnings

This edition of Spill the Beans is broken into several short
‘seasons’. Here we provide ideas for each season which will
make any visuals and installations more temporary than
normal. You may want to create your own but here are some
suggestions.

9 Sep

Children And Young People
19 Aug Pentecost 13
Story:
Luke 2:42-52
Title:
Jesus Finds Home
26 Aug Pentecost 14
Story:
Luke 18:15-17
Title:
Let The Children Come
2 Sep

Pentecost 15
Story:
Luke 22:54-62
Title:
Brutal Honesty

2018 is the Year of Young People in Scotland. The Church
of Scotland has encouraged its congregations to have a
special focus on children and young people. If you have not
already had a service or season of services with this focus
then these readings would lend themselves to supporting
this.

Pentecost 16
Story:
Genesis 3:1-24
Title:
Paradise Lost
Visual:
A tree with some apples at the foot
of it (or ingeniously attached!) and a
freestanding full-length mirror with a
sign on it saying “Do not look”.

16 Sep Pentecost 17
Story:
Genesis 4:1-16(17-24)
Title:
Cain And Abel
Visual:
Create large words (MURDER,
JEALOUSY, FAMILY, BITTERNESS)
printed or drawn on to large sheets of
paper that you can display at the front
of the sanctuary. Or perhaps an outline
body shape marked in masking tape as
per murder-mystery shows.
23 Sep Pentecost 18
Story:
Genesis 9:1-17(18-29)
Title:
Unfailing Grace
Visual:
Create a large rainbow at the front of the
church at an accessible height which
can be used for the Gathering Activity
idea found on page 56.

sampler

The Church of Scotland has produced some resources
which may help. These can be found at http://www.
churchofscotland.org.uk/resources/children_and_youth/
year_of_young_people.

One idea that could carry through this series is to pick up
on the idea of a charter and asking people to sign up to a
commitment to young people in the church. You might like
to pick out some of the statements suggested in the Church
of Scotland pack and have these on boards/canvases that
people could sign. The boards/canvases could be on display
at the font of the church on artists easels during this series.

30 Sep Pentecost 19
Story:
Genesis 11:1-9(10-32)
Title:
Babel’s Gateway
Visual:
A tower of ‘bricks’ (shoeboxes wrapped
in paper) with words representing our
diversity written on them (for example,
Scottish, English, Welsh, Irish, European,
black, white, gay, straight, young, old,
and so on).

Harvest Thanksgiving
7 Oct
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Pentecost 20
Story:
Psalm 104
Title:
Bless The Lord
Visual:
You may well have your own local
tradition for how your church
is decorated to mark Harvest
Thanksgiving, from a display of local
produce to a display of donations for
the local foodbank. Go for it big time this
year, really make a big deal of harvest as
a sign of God’s blessing.

through the season

Joseph
14 Oct Pentecost 21
Story:
Genesis 37:2b-36
Title:
Joseph, The Dreamer
Visual:
Acquire or perhaps have
someone make a coat of
many colours (not bright
colours) and have this
hanging on a coat stand
or dressmaker’s dummy. It
should look well-presented
and well made.
21 Oct Pentecost 22
Story:
Genesis 41:37-57
Title:
Joseph, The Cynic
Visual:
Use the coat from last week but
this time looking crumpled and dirty
(perhaps with a few easily fixed tears,
it needs to be repairable and easily
cleaned for next week) on the same coat
stand or dressmaker’s dummy.
28 Oct Pentecost 23
Story:
Genesis 43:1-5;45:1-18
Title:
Joseph, The Reconciler
Visual:
The coat from the previous two weeks
restored to its former glory and again on
the coat stand or dressmaker’s dummy,
with a plate of grain and large cup (a
silver communion cup would be ideal)
next to it.

Option:

Many churches are knitting poppies
to create visual displays on the side
of their churches. Some are aiming to
create a fall of poppies down the side of
their building, others are aiming to plant
them in their church grounds. A simple
knitting/crochet pattern is available
here: http://counties.britishlegion.org.uk/
media/4069303/Poppy-Patterns.pdf.

18 Nov Pentecost 26
Story:
Numbers 11:16-35
Title:
The Seventy
Visual:
The words PATIENCE and TRUST printed
out in large letters and displayed at
the front of the church. Place a bowl of
‘quails’ alongside the letters, the quails
could be made from stuffed paper bags
painted to look like quails, or you could
cut out images from the internet and
attach them to the bags to give a fuller
effect. You could even place these
around the church where they will catch
the eye.
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Numbers
4 Nov

Pentecost 24
Story:
Numbers 14:1-1; 16:1-5,23-25
Title:
All Saints
Visual:
The words PATIENCE and TRUST printed
out in large letters (one letter per A4
sheet of paper or larger) and display
at the front of the church. You might
find using card a good option as you
will need these letters again later in the
month. Print out the word MOAN several
times in a slightly smaller print and
scatter these around the church where
they will catch the eye.

25 Nov Reign of Christ
Story:
Numbers 17:1-13; 21:1-15
Title:
Staffs And Serpents
Visual:
The words PATIENCE & TRUST printed
out in large letters and displayed at
the front of the church. Place a yucca
plant with sprouting leaves along with
the letters and as it is Reign of Christ
Sunday place a crown or image of a
crown alongside too.

11 Nov Pentecost 25 (Remembrance Sunday in UK)
Story:
Numbers 1:1-16,44-54
Title:
Who Made Us Who We Are?
Visual:
If you have access to this and can
create a printed version laid out as an
open book, then have the Roll of Honour
from WW1, WW2 and other wars for
your parish on display at the front of the
church. Being Remembrance Sunday,
you may already have local traditions
which you will want to continue.
pentecost 2018
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children and young people

jesus finds home
bible notes
An Affirmation Of The Young

Y

sampler

our author knows, (no names given for fear of adding
fuel to fire), a very new recruit to the group within
society known as ‘The Teenager’! It is a fascinating
stratum of society. During a recent animated discussion,
the said teenager retorted, “Don’t say that this is about
hormones, its actually because my parents are becoming
more annoying day after day.”

Parents often wish that they could have the powers
displayed by God in the story from Jeremiah. An ability to
touch a young person in their care so that they are enabled
to speak, think and act in agreement with their own wishes,
standards and view of the world. How much easier family
life would be! Yet, this would take away the colour, variety,
stimulation, drive and momentum of so much that is good
about the human race. It is the very fact that we can enjoy
discussions on points of view, debate issues, argue on
policies, that allows humanity in essence to exist as the
organic, fluid and adaptive reality that it is.
We do not have much detail of the childhood of Jesus given
in scripture. The account of Jesus running away from his
family and spending time in authoritative discussion with
the scribes and Pharisees in the Temple is a rare glimpse
of the boy Jesus. It is a very human scene: a boy coming
of age, expanding his knowledge, thinking for himself, not
merely accepting the truth as other people tell it, and,
what’s more, willing to state his mind and argue his own
corner. It is refreshing to see this human Jesus and it
teaches us a lot about God.
God affirms the young. There is no doubt about this. Too
often past cultures, and the Church included, has wrongly
silenced the voice of the young and placed a lesser value on
them than given to adult humanity. This is a scandal. Jesus
said, “Let the children come to me”, and this story of Jesus
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Luke 2:41-52
Jeremiah 1:4-9

on the cusp between childhood and adulthood affirms long
before Jesus own ministry that Jesus, son of God, is held up
as an example of the value that God places not just on the
place of young people, but their voice, their understanding
and opinion. God does not impose limitations on us based on
age, or indeed any other derivation such as culture, gender
or race. Although this story is specifically about the ‘young’
Jesus, we can conclude a couple of broader truths. The first
being that all are valid and included in God’s Kingdom of
Love. And second that no matter our age we are all learning.
We have much to learn from others, including older people
learning from the young; and we have much too that is
valid to share as other people benefit from the wisdom,
knowledge and opinion that we have.
There is a lovely aspect to this story that might be worth
reflecting. We are told that Mary “treasured all these things
in her heart”. This is an interesting choice of word. Would
she not be angry or frustrated? Of course, she would be!
Any good parent would be deeply scared and then upset
at her son for disappearing. Conscious of her responsibility
as a parent, she would have been distraught and very
aware that Jesus by his actions, was putting his safety
in jeopardy. Yet soon afterwards, knowing he is safe, she
recognises Jesus’ passion and keenness. She adores her
son for his individuality. She accepts and wants to see that
grow. We might recognise echoes here of the Magnificat
and presentation of Jesus at the Temple as a babe. It is
incredible that what can annoy us about a person, or their
actions and views, can also be what makes us truly love
them. To love them for who they are—not who we want them
to be; but love them for their uniqueness and unwillingness
to be regulated by the influences of others—even their
parents.

jesus finds home

the story
In The Temple
A script for six voices.
Narrator:

Every year Mary and Joseph went to Jerusalem
for the Passover feast. When Jesus was twelve,
he went with them. When the festival was over,
Mary and Joseph started back home, but the boy
Jesus stayed in Jerusalem. His parents did not
know this.

Woman 1: Have you heard?
Woman 2: Heard what?
Woman 1: Mary and Joseph can’t find Jesus
Woman 2: Can’t find him? He won’t be far away.
Woman 1: They’ve asked everyone, nobodies seen him
Woman 2: Well, now you come to mention it, I’ve not seen
him today.
Woman 1: Me neither.

His father…

Woman 2: What are they going to do?

Woman 1: They don’t know where else to look.

I had cared for him since before he was born.
I had protected him. I had prayed for him.
I had given him a home.
I was teaching him a trade.
I loved him.
He was my son.

Woman 2: Poor Mary, she must be beside herself with
worry.

And he looked me in the eye
and reminded me that it wasn’t so simple.

Woman 1: Joseph said they’re going back to Jerusalem to
look for him.

sampler

Woman 2: They think Jesus is still there?

Woman 1: Joseph too.

Jesus:

Woman 2: We must pray for them,
Woman 1: for them and for Jesus
Woman 2: I hope he’s all right.
Joseph:

Of course I’ll go with them back to Nazareth.
That’s where my home is.
That’s where I belong.

We were worn out.
He’d been missing for three days.
Mary was beside herself.
Where could he be?

Oh dad, I didn’t mean to upset you,
I didn’t realise how I’d hurt you.
God is my father, but you’re my father too.
You’ve never been anything else.
I respect you. I love you. l trust you.
Oh dad.

We had asked everyone who knew him,
his friends, his friend’s parents, his teacher,
but no-one had seen him since we had left
Jerusalem.
Who could he be travelling with?
Had he realised we looking for him?
Was he somewhere on the road?
Was he hurt?
Had someone realised he wasn’t with his family
and taken him back to Jerusalem?
And when at last we found him, sitting in the
Temple in Jerusalem,
he seemed to have no idea,
how anxious we had been.
He thought we should have known where he was.
And then he said it—
“Didn’t you know that I must be in my father’s
house?”

I didn’t know what to say to them.
I’m sure I’ve hurt them.
I needed to stay at the Temple.
I had so many questions to ask.

Mum, I promise I’ll tell you
if I need to go somewhere on my own again.
I’m growing up but I’m not a grown-up yet.
O mum I love you, give me a hug.
Narrator:

Then Jesus went back with Joseph and Mary
to Nazareth, and was obedient to them. Mary,
his mother, treasured all that had happened in
her heart. And Jesus grew up, in wisdom and in
years, and God and his parents were proud of
him.

Mary:

I’m old now
but I remember.
I remember the angel
who told me not to be afraid.
I remember Joseph’s first reaction.
pentecost 2018
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the story
Asking Questions
I remember the birth, and shepherds.
I remember watching Joseph as he laid my baby
in a manger.
I remember meeting Simeon and Anna in the
Temple.
They knew then far more clearly than I did
what would happen to my son.
I remember, as if it were yesterday,
how we lost him in Jerusalem,
he was only twelve,
anything could have happened to him.
I remember his surprise
that we hadn’t known where to look for him.
I remember his teenage years.
I had other children by then,
but he was my first born.
I watched him grow up
and like all parents
I had to let him go and make his own mistakes,
to find out for himself what the world is like.

Based on Jeremiah 1:4-9.
Often adults tell me that I say too much
ask too many questions,
I’d be better shutting up and listening,
I might learn something.
That’s why I like the story of Jesus aged twelve.
Not only had he managed
to give his mum and dad the slip,
but he’d gone back to the Temple in Jerusalem
and he was sitting with the experts,
the best teachers,
asking them questions.
And they were listening to him,
and asking him questions too.
Often adults tell me I’m only a boy
and they tell my sister she’s only a girl.
It’s maddening!
God made us who we are,
children and teenagers growing up,
with ideas and answers of our own.

sampler

I remember what people said about him,
I remember his stories.
I remember his enemies and his friends.

Luke , later wrote about me,
“Mary remembered all these things and thought
deeply about them. She treasured all these
things in her heart.”
You were right, Luke,
I did.
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And you know,
all of his life,
Jesus asked loads of questions.

jesus finds home

Retelling For Young People
Lost And Found
There is only one story about Jesus as a child in the bible.
There are more stories about when he was born. Most
people remember those, the shepherds and the angels
and the travellers from the East bringing gifts. Then there
are lots of stories about Jesus when he was grown up:
Jesus and his friends, Jesus by the lake, Jesus helping
people and many more.
But there is just this one story about Jesus when he was
a child. He was twelve years old. He had gone with Mary
and Joseph to Jerusalem for a special festival called the
Passover. He had travelled in a group with other families
from Nazareth. It was a long way, about 100 miles, a five
day journey, walking all the way. There were lots of people
from other towns and villages going to Jerusalem too.
Often at night they could see the fires of other groups of
travellers all along the way.
They stayed in Jerusalem for three days until the festival
had ended, then the group from Nazareth packed up their
things and began the long walk home.

They began to search all the places they had visited in
Jerusalem. Some people remembered Jesus but they had
not seen him since the end of the festival. They looked
and looked for three days. They were exhausted and very
sad.
On the third day they went into the temple courtyard and
there was Jesus—safe and well.
He was sitting talking with the teachers, listening to them
and asking them questions.
Mary looked at Jesus, and then she asked him why he had
stayed in Jerusalem. She asked him if he had realised how
worried she and Joseph had been about him.
Jesus looked surprised. He told them that he thought
they knew where he was. Why did they have to look
for him? The Temple was God’s house and Jesus called
God: father. Surely they knew that Jesus would be in his
Father’s house.

sampler

On the walk, sometimes the children walked together,
sometimes they walked with their parents, sometimes
they picnicked with each other’s families.

At the end of the first day’s walk Joseph asked Mary
if she had seen Jesus. Mary thought he was probably
walking with his friends and they began to look for him.
But he was not with his aunties and uncles, and none of
his friends had seen him all day.

Mary and Joseph found it hard to understand what Jesus
had said to them. Later Mary thought a lot about what
Jesus’ words and what he had done.
Jesus travelled back with Mary and Joseph to Nazareth,
another 100 miles and five days.
• What do you think they talked to each other about on
the way home?

Mary and Joseph were very worried. Had something
happened to Jesus? Was he hurt? Had he got lost? Was
he being looked after by people from another village?
They decided the best thing they could do was to walk
back to Jerusalem the way they had come, and ask
everyone they met if they had seen Jesus.
It took them a day to walk back to Jerusalem and there
was no sign of Jesus on the way. Where could he be?

pentecost 2018
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worship ideas
Through the Season

Prayer of Adoration and Confession

Please visit pages 8 and 9 where you will find ideas that can
be used to help create a linking theme through each series
in this season.

God, our Parent,
ever-loving, all-knowing,
abundant in mercy and kindness.
We approach you today
ready to acknowledge you as Lord of life.
Your care of your children is unending,
and you treasure each one of us—
marvelling in our uniqueness and potential.
Each of your children
receives the full measure of your love.
Ever attentive to our needs,
you are there for us when we need you—
and even when we think we do not.

Gathering Activity
• What are some lessons you have learned from a
younger person?
Reflect for a moment on how you can make space in your
life to hear the voices of young people.

Call to Worship
Leader:
All:

Let us come into our Father’s house
for it is there we will find Jesus.

Leader:
All:

Let us come into our Father’s house
for it is there we will find young and old.

Leader:
All:

Let us come into our Father’s house
for it is here that we learn, and grow,
and change together into the image
of Christ Jesus.

Leader:

Let us come into our Father’s house.

All-Age Prayer

Life is there to be lived.
There is so much to experience and so much to learn.
Opportunities for encounters with you are plentiful.
Laid out along our path are signposts
that point to your presence;
invitations to come close to you,
to rest in your love,
and to know the assurances
of your ongoing attention.

sampler

Lord Jesus, we learn from you.
Though we know it is not good
to run away from our parents,
or make them feel we do not care
about them as much as we do,
we see in your story how important
it was for you to spend time with God.

Time and time again you spoke to God,
shared how you were feeling,
opened your mind to the teaching
and learning he makes possible.
Today, help us make time for you in our worship,
and the activities we take part in.
We are all welcome here.
This is the day you have made,
and we are glad to be here.
Tomorrow, the next day and all the days after,
may we continue to make space for you,
just as you made space for God.
Amen.

Merciful God,
we confess that sometimes
we do not make the most of the opportunities
to come alongside you.
We become prisoners to the hectic lives we live,
to the endless tasks that we deem
are too important to put off.
We search for fulfilment in so much that society offers,
bypassing the paths that lead directly to you.
Even when we take time for:
leisure or the arts,
nature or exercise,
solitude or company,
we rarely make the connection
that it is you who makes
these disciplines and experiences
so meaningful and valuable in our lives.
Accept today our confessions.
Help us recognise all that you provide for us.
Encourage us to be better at making time for you;
and less guilty about creating space,
readier to seek you out,
and more willing to leaving the ordinary things
for another day.
In your name we pray.
Amen.
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Prayers for Others and Ourselves

Prayer of Dedication

Lord God, your Son said,
“Let the children come to me, do not try to stop them.”

Lord, we dedicate this offering,
as we dedicate too our lives to your service.
You are the giver of all good gifts,
and we pray that you receive these gifts
and ask that they be used wisely
within the work of your church in the world.
Amen.

We believe there is a special place in your heart
for all the young people of the world.
Young people are so inspiring—so full of potential.
At the same time, we recognise how vulnerable
they are as they come to maturity,
and we despair over how often
they have been let down through the failures of society
to protect and respect them properly.
Today we pray for young people everywhere.
Those in our own country
who are in the process of returning to school,
resuming playground friendships
and picking up on their education.
We pray too for young people unable to return to school,
because of illness or other family circumstances.
We pray for children for whom there is no school
to attend as we might know it:
those who live in countries of poverty
where good education is scarce,
and those who live in regions of our world
where learning is controlled by authorities,
who want children to know
only what is deemed ‘safe’ for them to know.

Reflection
What do you see
when you look at the young person
who sits just in front of you in church,
the one dressed all in black?
Or the one who walks past your window every day
with the rainbow coloured hair?
Or the one in the local shop,
who is so tall and still has some growing to do?
What do you see?
Do you see a bundle of hormones and angst
that brings energy and awkwardness?
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We pray for those who are forced
into becoming child soldiers,
and those forced into labour or slavery
by those who seek to manipulate them.

Lord there is a child in each of us.
No matter our age, we are all Your children.
Against your wisdom and power and ability,
we are weak and continue to have
need to learn the ways of the world
and the ways of people.
We need your care,
and today we think of people we know and love
who are vulnerable
and have need of your love at this time.

Do you see creativity and the refusal to be labelled?
Do you see wisdom and sensitivity that cares for the planet
and its inhabitants?
Do you see the gift that each one brings –
or only the potential that they may one day grow into?
What do you see?

Do you see the one created in the image of God,
fearfully and wonderfully made,
beloved of God through every age and stage of life,
uniquely placed to enhance the lives of others,
a co-creator with God in this place and in this time?
One who may have much to learn
but who also has much to teach others.
Packaged in youth—the spark of the Divine.

Hear us as in silence we pray for our children,
the young people of the world,
and all those who go through challenges...

Silence
Thank you God, for listening to our prayers.
In this season of new starts
and the resumption of many activities
within our church life,
we pray your Spirit to be present
in all that we participate in and lead,
always to the glory of your name
and the furtherance of your kingdom.
Amen.
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Reflective Prayer

Sending

Step into the story…

Go, searching for Jesus in every corner of the world.
Go, finding God’s blessing in every space of your life.
Go, giving God’s love to all you meet,
young and old,
known and unknown
and may we all be surprised when and where
Jesus shows up today,
tomorrow,
and every day.

Scared parents,
angry parents,
joyful parents,
confused parents.
Inquisitive child,
courageous child,
foolish child,
talented child.

Praise/Hymns

Incredulous teachers,
bemused teachers,
uncomfortable adults,
privileged adults.

Brother, sister, let me serve you
Children of Jerusalem
Coming home to you

A story of surprises.
A story of new beginnings.
A story of introduction.
A story of relationships.
A story of faith.

Take Home Ideas

CH4 694 / ATAS 30

Every single little thing
Family blues

MP 70
Bring It All To Me, Fischy Music
Year of Young People Song
from Fischy Music
Something Fischy, Fischy Music

For everyone born

Jesus’ parents left the temple
online at
http://www.carolynshymns.com/
jesus_parents_left_the_temple.html
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Today we have read one of the earliest instances of
intergenerational worship in which Jesus as a twelve year
old is listened to and treated as an equal by the teachers in
the synagogue.
Jesus finds a warm, welcoming, and authentic home in the
temple in today’s gospel account.

CH4 685

Lord of our growing years
One more step

CH4 687
CH4 530 / ATAS 190

Says Jesus, come and gather round

CH4 342

• Can we say the same about our church?

Take this moment

CH4 501

• If your church committed to the Year of Young People
2018 (a Scottish Government initiative) are you
keeping your commitment up as an individual and as a
congregation?

When Jesus was my age

ATAS 268

Who put the colours in the rainbow?

CH4 143 /
ATAS 274

• Are you playing your part in making your church a place
of welcome and warmth for young and old alike?
Think of ways in which your church could improve on this.
Discuss it with others. You could share your ideas with your
Minister, elder and fellow congregants and try to turn your
ideas into a reality.
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You are a star

Build Up, Fischy Music

jesus finds home

age group ideas
gathering
Twelves

games

all age Where’s Wally?

Play a game involving actions that involve lots of twelves:
take twelve baby steps, twelve giant steps, find twelve
buttons, say the twelve times table, say twelve nice things
about each other, time how many jumps you can do in
twelve seconds and so on. Use this as a way into the story
which happened when Jesus was twelve years old.

activities
Every Year

all age

You will need: images of celebrations in the church
that happen annually (Christmas, Easter, Ascension,
Pentecost, Harvest, Remembrance, Good Friday, and so
on).
Can the children identify each of the church events that
happen every year? For the younger children you may need
to explain the events. Lead on to talking about events that
the children celebrate every year in their lives: such as
birthdays, holidays, mother’s and father’s days.

You will need: a copy of a page with a Where’s Wally
puzzle for each child.
Time the children to see how long it takes for them to find
Wally in the image. The longer you look for someone in real
life and cannot find them the more worried and frightened
you get. This must have been how Jesus’ parents felt. In
this game the added pressure of being timed might help
create some of that worry.

Cat And Mouse

Treasured Moments

all age

You will need: to prepare in advance by either asking
parents for pictures of their children at special moments
in their life or make a list for each child of special
moments while in your group, small blank books for each
child, glue and pencils.
The children are to make up memory books for themselves
using the information you have given them or their parents
have given them, a bit like a memory book.
Parents and leaders have some very special memories
of their children which they will always treasure. Jesus’
mother treasured the many memories that she had of
Jesus. We have the bible to capture and share some of
the memories of Jesus and the best way to capture our
children’s treasured moments and to share their story is in
the memory book.

Home Alone

all age

The film “Home Alone” contains many memorable moments
which could be used as an illustration.

age 6-12

Play a version of cat and mouse with mouse being Jesus
and cat being his parents, representing their searching for
Jesus. Talk about the story: Mary and Joseph searching for
Jesus. Discuss experiences of searching for something that
was lost. Talk about how that feels.

Mastermind

sampler

From a young age Jesus would have been going to the
temple every year he was familiar with it just as the children
are familiar with their church and local area. Your children
probably would not be frightened to speak out in your own
church or group and neither was Jesus.

age 6-12

age 9-12

You will need: a list of questions, timer.

In advance find out if any of the children have a hobby or
pastime that they are knowledgeable about. Make a list of
questions (relatively easy) for them to answer and play a
round a mastermind. You may want to involve some adults
in this also. People were amazed at Jesus’ answers and
understanding of scripture. As we all know, children soak up
information and people may be amazed at the knowledge of
the children in your group.

Blind Man’s Bluff

all age

You will need: a scarf or blindfold.
This game can be played in two ways depending on the
children in your group. The traditional way is to cover a
child’s eyes with a scarf and then they need to catch other
children. It is better to confine the search area to a smaller
area and of course to make sure there are no obstacles.
Alternatively you can cover the child’s eyes with the scarf
and they need to feel the face of the person opposite them
to see if they can identify them.
Jesus’ parents looked and looked for him in their family
and friends and then in the crowds of Jerusalem. It can be
difficult to find/see someone when there are obstacles in
your way.

Do This, Do That!

all age

As the leader you are simply asking the children to copy
everything you do when you say ‘do this.’ If you say ‘do
that’ they remain still in the last position you gave them.
At the end of the bible passage this week it states Jesus
was ‘obedient’. He did as he was told by his parents. This
game reinforces this idea of obedience.
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crafts
In The Temple

age 3-5 Twelve Collage

You will need: envelopes with V-shaped flap, craft sticks,
felt tip pens.
Give each child four craft sticks and ask them to decorate
them as the characters from the story (Jesus, Mary,
Joseph, teacher) using felt tip pens. Give each child an
envelope and ask them to decorate the front and back of
the envelope with window shapes and pillars to represent
the temple. Ask the children to place their envelopes with
V-shaped flap opened up and then to slip the craft stick
puppets into the envelope.
Use the puppets to tell the story, with Jesus, Mary and
Joseph ‘walking ‘ towards the temple, all going in to the
temple, Jesus staying with the teacher while Mary and
Joseph head home, Mary and Joseph looking for Jesus
and then returning to the temple. Talk to the children about
Jesus being happy in God’s house learning about the stories
of faith, praying and asking questions.

Marble Maze

You will need: sheets of card, scissors, glue sticks, felt tip
pens, collage materials, downloaded images of twelveyear-old children from different cultures, images of things
you know members of your group are interested in.
The children could make individual pictures or work together
in small groups of two or three. The size of the card sheet
they are working on will depend on whether they choose
to work individually or together. Ask the children to draw
a large number 12 on their sheet: the numbers should not
just be a single line but drawn in such a way that the can
be filled in (bubble writing). Ask the children to draw, write,
use collage material to fill in their ‘12’ with images and ideas
which are important to them and other 12-year-olds they
know.
Are any of the children in this group twelve themselves or
soon to turn twelve? Do they have any brothers or sisters
who are twelve? Do they know any children who have
just moved from primary to secondary school? Talk about
transition from primary to secondary and the things we
expect 12-year-olds to do. Talk about the story and what
it was like for 12-year-olds (boys) at that time and in that
culture. Discuss with the children the kind of questions they
might want to ask faith leaders. Discuss with the children
the things they have learned/experienced about worship,
praying, asking questions through being part of the life of
the church.

sampler
age 6-8

You will need: shoe box or A4 paper box lids or similar,
paper drinking straws, narrow double sided sticky tape,
scissors, pencils, marbles, felt tip pens, paper, erasers,
glue sticks.

Give each child a shoe box lid and a sheet of paper. Ask
them to cut their piece of paper so that it fits inside the
lid. Ask the children to draw a maze onto the paper using a
pencil. The idea is that they will then stick straws onto the
lines they have drawn and by tilting the lid be able to get
the marble to go from one end of the box to the other (a bit
like bagatelle but without the spring!). It might take a few
‘planning’ attempts before they get the maze the way they
want it. The children can then either stick their sheet into
the lid using glue sticks or draw their maze onto inside of
lid. Ask the children to cut and stick their straws onto the
outline of their maze using narrow double sided sticky tape.
Ask the children to make little signs, one for the beginning
of the maze saying ‘Camp’ and one for the end of the maze
saying ‘Temple’.
Help the children to play with their mazes and to get the
marble from one end to the other. Talk about the story
and the journeys Jesus and his parents made. Talk to the
children about Jesus being happy in God’s house learning
about the stories of faith, praying and asking questions.
Talk to the children about the things we do together as the
church when we
meet to worship God.
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Questions

all age

You will need: lining paper or frieze paper, speech bubbles
already prepared, felt tip pens, glue sticks.
Give each child a few speech bubbles and ask them to
write a question they have about church in one bubble and
something that is good about church in another. Younger
children could draw pictures about their experience of
church. Ask the children to stick the speech bubbles onto
the frieze paper using the glue sticks. Leave some space
around the speech bubbles and ask the children to draw
question marks onto the frieze paper.
Talk about the story and the way Jesus not only listened
to the teachers in the Temple but asked questions. Discuss
with the children their ideas and questions about faith and
church, affirming that it’s good to ask questions and that
as adults we don’t have all the answers. You could display
the frieze in a place where not only children will see it but
everyone. Perhaps the questions and comments could be
used in worship in the next few weeks as an aspect of the
Year of Young People.

jesus finds home

discussion starters for teens
revealing responsibility
Preparation
A marble run or maze type game would be good if you have
one or can borrow one for the young people to try out. If not
you could create your own one with strips of card sellotaped
to a table top.

Opening Activity
Chase The Marble
Let everyone have some fun playing
some marble chase games, either
using a marble run or marble maze
tilting game.
If you do not have one of these to
hand, you could use a table and
have everyone create a large maze
using strips of cardboard or rolled
up paper sellotaped onto the table.
Then collectively gather around the
table and try together to tilt the
table and try to get the marble from
the entrance on one side of the
maze to the exit on the other, or working towards the middle
depending on how it has been designed.

Activity/Discussion
Let everyone share who they had imagined themselves to
be and what would have been going through their minds in
that situation.

sampler

• How did you go about creating the maze?
• How difficult did you make it?

• What was your experience of trying to help the marble
through the maze?
• Were more people a help or a hindrance?

The Word
Use a more meditative type of reading this week. Explain to
the young people that you are going to read the passage
through twice. The first time just to listen to the story.
Read Luke 2:41-52.
Then after a pause when the reading is read again ask the
young people to imagine that they are one of the characters
in the story, perhaps Jesus, Mary, Joseph or one of the
teachers in the Temple.
Read Luke 2:41-52 again.
Give a pause for people to think about what they just heard
and to imagine themselves in the story.

You might want to take time to go through each person
in the story and think about their different emotions and
reasons for doing what they did.
• What were the things that were most important to you
when you were twelve years old?
• What did you enjoy spending time doing at that age?

In the Jewish faith, the age of twelve is an important age as
it is the last year for boys before they turn to adulthood at
thirteen (marked by their Bar Mitzvah), for girls this age is
either thirteen or twelve depending on the tradition (marked
by their Bat Mitzvah). This is the age of responsibility: when
their parents are no longer responsible for their actions.
Jesus was just before this time, so still a child.
• When do you think is the right age for people to have
responsibility for their actions?
• Have you and how have you pushed the boundaries
against those in authority?
• When is it right to push against those boundaries and
when should we accept them?
• What excites you / frightens you about the new
responsibilities that you need to take on as you get
older?

Living It Out
• What new responsibility that you have previously left to
others to do for you could you take on this week?
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